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VESSEL NOISE – CAPTAIN BILL
On the 26th July pass by and operational noise levels were measured for the Captain Bill during its
passage to the Macquarie Harbour lease from Strahan and the harvesting of fish at the lease. This
letter presents the results of the measurements.
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The measurements were made under light wind conditions on Macquarie Harbour with a service
vessel being used as the measurement location and the Captain Bill initially travelling from Strahan to
the leases, and then moored to a lease whilst harvesting. The weather conditions during measurements
are taken from the Strahan airport BOM station and are summarised in Figure 1. It is noted the wind
speed is within the acceptable range (<6m/s), stated in the Tasmanian measurements procedure
Manual.
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Figure 1: Wind trend

PASS BY NOISE
A Svan Type 1 sound level meter was used to measure noise levels with GPS devices on both vessels
monitoring their locations. The Captain Bill was motoring on a constant heading at 1500 rpm while
the service vessel was positioned to either port or starboard of its heading at nominally 25 or 50 m.
The service vessel was stationary with engines off during the pass by measurement.
Speed

Direction

1500 RPM

Port
Stbd

Pass by Dist.
m
33
44
36
30
73
Avg.

25m SPL
dBA
76
77
76
75
76
76

Table 1: Summary of Pass By Noise Levels
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The pass by data is shown in Figure 2, with a typical pass by noise spectra shown in Figure 3.
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The measurements are reduced to a distance of 25m and summarised in Table 1. The final average
pass by noise level at 25m is 76 dBA.
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Figure 2: Pass By Measurements
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Figure 3: Typical Pass By Spectrum at 25m

HARVESTING NOISE
Harvesting had the Captain Bill moored to a fish pen with on board equipment used to extract the fish
from the pen, process them, and store them in a truck mounted vessel. The on board equipment used
for this operation comprises an air compressor, a diesel gen set (in an enclosure), a hydraulic power
pack in the bow, and a saltwater pump below decks. The main engines are off during harvesting.
The harvesting operation, once started takes nominally 45 mins to fill one truck mounted vessel.
A Svan Type 1 sound level meter was used to measure harvesting noise levels at distances ranging
from 12 to 100m from the vessel at various orientations around it. GPS devices on the Captain Bill
and the monitoring boat were used to determine the distances.
The most clearly perceived noise was the hydraulic power pac unit in the bow of the boat, it being
particularly strong off the front of the boat. Port side noise levels were perceived as a little louder than
starboard side but not dramatically so (harvesting from pen was off port side of boat). Noise levels off
the rear of the boat were quietest.
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The average sound power level for the vessel when harvesting fish from a pen has been calculated as
108 dBA, with the typical spectrum in Figure 4 showing the noise is tonal. A tonal penalty of 2 dB is
determined giving an adjusted harvesting sound power level of 110 dBAadj .
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Figure 4: Typical Harvesting Noise Spectrum – Port Side

PROPOSED HARVESTING GREEN HEAD
The Captain Bill is to be used for harvesting fish from the HAQ lease at Green head on the Tasman
Peninsula. The operation is believed to entail:
• The harvest will occur once per year for a period of 15 weeks
• During the harvest time, a trip will occur once per day for 5 days a week (Sun – Thurs).
• A trip comprises the Captain Bill travelling from Hideaway Bay to Green Head, conducting the
fish harvest, then returning to Hideaway Bay.
• The one way trip will take nominally 5 hours (speed 10kt), the harvest typically 2 hours.
• The Harvest will typically occur during the evening. Boat passage time is then day time for one
trip, night time for the return.

CRITERIA
There is no set regulation or permit that NVC is aware of for the fish farm operational noise or the
vessel commuting from its berth (Hideaway Bay) to the lease (Green Head). It is our opinion that both
would be assessed under Section 53.3 of the Act that states :
......noise that is not an emission specified in an environment protection policy to be an
environmental nuisance, the emission is to be taken to unreasonably interfere with a person's
enjoyment of the environment if it is unreasonable having regard to –
(a) its volume, intensity or duration; and
(b) the time, place and other circumstances in which it is emitted; ...........
The following points may be considered when trying to assess if the noise is unreasonable:
• With regards the volume, the EPA Tasmania document “Noise Limit Guidelines 2016”, indicates
a reasonable noise level for a “vessel being operated on water” is 74 dBA at 25m. This level
would need to be exceeded before it may be considered unreasonable volume.
• The passage of boats within the D’Entrecasteaux channel is a normal activity, with recreational
as well as commercial boats using the channel regularly and during both the day and night time.
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• The passage of the vessel is some 2 to 6 km from residents when in Storm and Fredrick Henry
Bays. When in the D’Entrecasteaux channel the distance to residents varies from 900m at
Dennes Point out to 2 to 4 km when off Great Bay.

NOISE ASSESSMENT
The harvesting is to occur off Green Head on the Tasman Peninsula, some 2700 m from the closest
residences which are at Primrose Sands. Using the algorithms of the ISO9613 standard the noise level
at Primrose Sands is calculated as 26 dBA. This is for down wind propagation or a mild temperature
inversion. Such a level may be just audible on a very quiet night but is considered a reasonable and
acceptable noise level.
The Captain Bill passes within 900 m to 6 km of residents on either the mainland or Bruny Island,
Figure 5. Table 2 indicates the noise level such residents may experience, and the time they are
exposed to a noise level above 35 dBA.
Table 2: Pass By Noise Levels
Distance, m

800

1000

1500

2000

3000

4000

6000

Noise Level, dBA

44

41

37

34

30

26

21

Time above 35 dB, (mins)

15

13

12

brown highlight shows where passage is within 2km of the coast
Figure 5: Passage of Captain Bill to / from Green Head
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A previous report 1 measured ambient noise levels at Wattyl Grove and referring to those
measurements, the typical noise levels for the period of the return trip (8pm to 1am) are a background
of 24 dBA and an ambient of 36 dBA. Taking a level of 35 dBA as being acceptable (ie. audible, but
just below the current ambient noise level), implies residents closer than 2 km to the vessel may be
exposed to higher than desirable noise levels.
This higher noise level is then qualified by the following aspects:
•

The pass by noise level of the Captain Bill is 2 dB above the acceptable level stated in the
Noise Regulation guidelines2. 2 dB is a generally imperceptible difference.

•

Residences effected by the higher level are within 2km of the vessel. These areas are shown
in Figure 5 by the brown highlighted sections of the passage.

•

The noise level will be above 35 dB for typically 15 minutes, for those residences.

•

The noise will likely be perceived as tonal.

•

The noise level would be typical for a large vessel already travelling through the Channel.

•

The harvest period lasts nominally 15 weeks during the August to November period.

•

The harvest is not a “normal” activity, rather it is being done to try and safely harvest
potentially POMV carrying fish. Further it will occur for only one or two harvesting periods.

Considering these points the vessel pass by noise may be argued as reasonable having regard for the
volume intensity or duration, and the time, place and other circumstances in which it is emitted.

Should you have any queries, please do not hesitate to call this office directly.
Yours faithfully
Bill Butler

1
2

“Whale Point Background Noise Survey”, NVC Ref. No. 5573, 1 Sept 2017
“Noise Limit Guidelines 2016”, EPA Tasmania
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